Abstract: we propose a scheme to teleport bipartite entangled coherent state encoded with 2-qubit information , which is better than two schemes recently proposed by Liao & Kuang [22] and Nguyen [23] in that our scheme gives higher value of minimum assured fidelity and minimum average fidelity without using any nonlinear interactions. For involved coherent states α ± minimum average fidelity in our case is ≥ 0.99 for |α| ≥1.6 (i.e. |α|²≥2.6), while previously proposed schemes referred above report the same for |α| ≥5 (i.e. |α|²≥25).
INTRODUCTION
The idea of quantum teleportation by Bennett et al. [1] is to transfer an unknown quantum state of a qmechanical system across space over another system using long range EPR correlations [2] and a classical channel. Since photons can be easily transmitted to a remote location (natural flying qubit), thus have been used effectively as qubits for quantum teleportation [3] [4] , using bi-photonic entangled states. Appreciable numbers of protocols have been proposed in recent past for teleportation of superposed coherent states (SCS) [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] using entangled coherent states (ECS) [5] [6] [7] [8] as quantum channel. Advantage of using ECS is that these are more robust against de-coherence [6] due to photon absorption than the standard bi-photonic entangled coherent states Authors in Ref. [9, 10] proposed teleportation of single qubit information encoded in a single (1) and bipartite (2) SCS , 
respectively, with success probability equal to ½. Here, α ± represents usual glauber coherent states 180 0 out of phase. + ε , − ε are complex coefficients.
Further H. Prakash et al. [11, 12] modified the photon counting (PC) scheme and reported almost perfect teleportation for appreciable mean photon number. Recently, two schemes by Liao & Kuang [15] and Nguyen [16] have been proposed for teleportation of an arbitrary bipartite ECS encoded with 2-qubit information given by, 
Where, x = exp(-|α|²) used in whole paper. Authors reported average fidelity ≥ 0.99 for |α| ≥ 5 (i.e. |α|² ≥ 25). Experimentally feasibility of these schemes requires SCS and ECS of higher coherent amplitudes at least of |α| ≥ 5. Unfortunately it is very challenging to produce SCS and ECS of high coherent amplitude. It is well known that CSS of low amplitudes α ≈ 2 can be produced using Kerr-nonlinearity [17] , but with presently available Kerr-nonlinearity an optical fiber of about ≈3000 km for an optical frequency of 5 x 10 14 rad/sec is required [18] . However, some schemes have been proposed for generating high amplitude SCS without using Kerr nonlinearity [19, 20] . Proposed scheme [19] can produce CSS of α ≈ 2.2 using squeezed single photon state, while scheme [20] , which uses cavity-assisted interaction, can produce SCS up to α ≈ 3.4 with high fidelity.
Hence, in the light of above discussion, we need have an optical teleportation scheme with the qualities that: (a) it does not use nonlinear interactions, (b) it gives high minimum average fidelity (≥ 0.99) for low coherent amplitudes, at least for |α| ≥2 (i.e. |α|²≥4), (c) the PC scheme is experimentally feasible. In this paper, we propose teleportation of arbitrary bipartite ECS given by (3) , which fulfills all these requirements. 
TELEPORTATION
Complex coefficients r1, r2, r3 & r4 satisfy normalization condition, , (6) and are given by, For Teleportation we will use four mode ECS as quantum channel given as, For better treatment we will expand coherent states α 2 ± into zero, nonzero even and odd photon states [14] , we shall see that this contributes to average fidelity at lower coherent amplitudes and makes our scheme different from others [13, 14] .
where normalization constants are given by,
Alice now performs photon counts (PC) in modes 7, 8, 9 and 10 on her side. Using (10) for α 2 ± in (9), it is found that PC results falls into six groups I (all modes counts zero), II (two modes counts zero, two nonzero even), III (two modes counts zero, two odd), IV (two modes counts zero, one mode counts nonzero even, one odd), V (three modes count zero, one nonzero even) and VI (three modes counts zero, one odd photons respectively, decreases to almost zero for |α|²≥2 thus failure of these groups will not affect the quality of teleportation for x << 1. are ≥ 0.99 at |α|² ≥ 1.16 hence groups III and IV give almost perfect teleportation for | α|² ≥1.5. Also, since fidelity FII is always unity, this implies that occurrence of any PC result from groups II, III and IV gives almost perfect teleportation for α| ²≥1.5. MAF for I, V and VI is zero. To estimate overall quality of teleportation, we will calculate average fidelity defined as the sum of products of probabilities of occurrence with corresponding fidelity for each possible PC result. In our case it is given by, F over angles
. It is clear from Fig.2 that Fav.min ≥ 0.99 for |α|² ≥2.6. Hence our scheme gives almost perfect teleportation at those low coherent amplitudes for which |α|² ≥2.6 or |α| ≥1.6. 
CONCLUSION
Since high amplitude CSS required in Ref. [15, 16] are difficult to be produced as discussed in introductory section, our scheme is experimentally more feasible as it gives almost perfect teleportation for lower coherent amplitudes for which α| ≥1.6 without requiring any nonlinear interactions. PC scheme used here requires efficient number resolving photon detectors. It is shown in Ref. [21] that fiber-coupled, noise-free, photon-number-resolving transition edge sensors can perform such photon counting with 88% efficiency at 1550 nm, also in principle detection efficiency can be increased beyond 88% at 1550 nm. Thus our scheme fulfills all three requirements given in introductory section and hence is at the reach of modern technology.
